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Abstract
We argue on the computational complexity of function-free Horn clause query programs, called

logical query programs. We show a close relation ship between logical query programs and logspace
bounded alternating Taring machines. First we present an alternating logspace algorithm for com-
$c^{utinga1ogica1querypro}P_{\circ mp1exityoftheATM}.\S_{extwegiv^{u}ea}^{ram.The\ in}\S_{ogica1queryprogramwhichsimu1ates1ogspaceboun^{\vee}ded}^{ecomp1exity^{n}oftheprogramcorrespondstothetreesize}$

$nd_{\circ ndeter\min^{on}isticTuringmachines.Asaresu1t,we11- knowncomp1exityc1assessucha^{og}}ternati.Wea1soshowthat1inear1ica1ramsarec1ose1_{\oint_{\mathcal{L},LOGCFL}}$

$\mathcal{N}_{rob1emoflinear1ogica1queryprogramsis}C,and\mathcal{P}arecharacterizedvialogica1querprogramsP\cdot Amanresu1tisthatthebaSlctheoremThiss^{1}uggeststhatmanyresu1tsofcom-$

$negation\circ a1inearpr\circ gramisdsolinear,byapp1yingP^{1exityth\epsilon orycanbetranslatedintermsof1ogicpro_{f_{mmermanstheorem}^{rams.As_{)}anexamp}}}$.le, we show that the

1 Introduction
$p_{rogramswithoutfunctionsymb\circ f_{s,ca11ed1ogica1queryprogramsorData\log programs,areregarde^{)}\dot{d}}^{considerab1eattentionas1anguagesforfifthgenerationcomputers’}}^{ogicprogramshavebeenattractin}L$

as particularly important because of its simplicity. They are ako utilized as aquery language for
deductive databases. In this paper, we investigate theoretically the computational complexity of logical
query programs, and closely relate it to those of conventional computation modek, especially, that of
alternating TUring machines.

Shapiro [8] first showed that there is aclose relationship between logic programs and alternating
?hring machines (ATMs) [2]. He regarded alogic program (with function symbols) as an ATM, which is
given ainitial goal as an input string. He introduced three complexity measures for logic programs, $i.e.$ ,
depth complexity, goal-size complexlty, and length complexity, and showed that these three correspond
to, respectively, time complexity, space complexity, and tree-size complexity [6]) of ATMs. Okabe et al.
[5] generalized the relation to ATMs with sublinear time and space complexity (see also [9]). They show a
hierarchy of well-known complexity classes of problems with respect to the complexity of logic programs.
These $resu$}$ts$ are, however, not applicable to logic query programs directly, since Shapiro’s (or even
Okabe-et-al. s) simulation cannot distinguish IDB (Intensional Database) rules and EDB (Extensional
Database) facts. An EDB instance of logical query programs must be regarded rather as an input than
as a part of a program.

Formalization of logic query programs as atheoretical model of computation was given by Ullman
et al. $[11][12]$ . They adopted the size of “fringes” of aderivation as the complexity measure, showed a
PRAM $alg_{or1}thm$ which computes the interpretation of alogic query program, and showed that programs
with the polynomial fringe property is in $NC$ , i.e., can be computed in time $(\log n)^{O(1)}$ by aPRAM.
They also show that some logic query programs are logspace complete for $\mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P}- complete)$ .

We here show anew characterization of logical query programs as logspace bounded alternating
Thring machines. First we present an alternating logspace $4gorithm$ for computing alogical query
program. The fringe complexity of the program is related to the tree-size complexity of an ATM.
Next we give alogical query program which simulates any logspace bounded ATM. From the fact that
$\mathcal{P}=ALOGSPACE$, we have got another proof of the $\mathcal{P}$-completeness.

We also show that linear logical query programs are closely related to logspace bounded nondeter-
ministic TUring machines. This suggests us the limit of the power of linear recursions. As acorollary, it
is proved that linear logical query program is logspace complete for $N^{\wedge}\mathcal{L}$ (NLOGSPACE)

Well-known complexity classes such as $\mathcal{N}\mathcal{L}$ , LOGCFL, $\mathcal{N}C$ , and $\mathcal{P}$ are characterized via logical query
programs. The class of problems computable by logical query programs is just $\mathcal{P}[11]$ , while general logic
programs with function symbols have as much power as that of TUring machines. We can now say that
LOGCFL, $viz.$ , the class of languages logspace reducible to context free languages (CFL), is equivalent to
the class of problems computable by logical query programs with the polynomial fringe property. This
is anew characterization of CFL via logic $progranls$ . Similarly, $NC$ is the class of programs with the
superpolynomial fringe property, and $\mathcal{N}\mathcal{L}$ is the class of linear programs.
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Many results of complexity theory obtained on conventional models can be translated in terms of
logic programs. We show one example of such applications. From Immerman’s theorem, $\mathcal{N}\mathcal{L}$ is closed
under complementation” [4] (see also [10]), it follows immediately that the negation of a linear program
is also linear.

In the next section, we will give several basic definitions on alternating TUring machines and the
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Turing machines will be presented in Section 4. In Section 5, classes of languages recognized by logical
query programs will be considered.

2 Basic Concepts
2.1 Alternating Turing Machines
We assume familiarity with deterministic and nondeterministic Rring machines (DTMs and NTMs,
respectively). We also adopt altefnating Tbring machines as our computation models.

ATMs are a generalization of nondeterministic Thring Machines described informally as follows. The
states of an ATM are partitioned into “existential” and universal)) states. As with NTMs, we can
view a computation of an ATM as a tree of configurations1. The ノセ $ll$ computatio $n$ tree of an ATM
$M$ on a string $w$ is a (possibly infinite) tree whose nodes are labeled with configurations of $M$ on $w$ ,
such that the descendants of any non-leaf node includes all of the successors of that configuration. A
computaiion iree of $M$ is a subtree of the full computation tree such that the descendants of any non-leaf
node labeled by a universal configuration includes all of the successors of that configuration, and the
descendants of any non-leaf node labeled by an existential configuration includes one of the successors of
that configuration. An accepting computation tree is a finite computation tree of which all leaf nodes are
accepting configurations. $M$ accepts $w$ if and only if there exists an accepting computation tree whose
root node is labeled with the initial configuration of $M$ on $w$ . Formal definitions of ATMs are found in
Chandra et a1.[2].

Off-line ATMs, which have a read-only input tape and some work tapes, are defined similarly to
off-line DTMs or off-line NTMs. A “random access input” variation of ATMs introduced by Ruzzo[6] is
called indexing ATMs. We usually utilize off-line machines in our discussions. An ATM operates in time
$T(n)$ (tree-size $Z(n)$ ) if for all acceptable input strings of length $n$ , there is an accepting computation
tree of heigl $\leq T(n)$ (respectively, size $\leq Z(n)$ ). An ATM operates in space $S(n)$ if for all acceptable
inputs there is an accepting computation tree, each of whose nodes are labeled by a configuration using
space $\leq S(n)$ .

2.2 Hierarchy of Complexity Classes
We are mostly concerned with the class of problems solvable very rapidly by a parallel computer with
feasible number of processors, i.e., problems which can be computed by a uniform circuit[7] with depth
$O((\log n)^{k})$ and polynomial size. Such a class is commonly called $\mathcal{N}C$ . $\mathcal{N}C^{k}$ is the set of all prob-
lems solvable by a unform circuit family with depth complexity $O((\log n)^{k})$ and size complexity $n^{O(1)}$ .
$\mathcal{N}C^{d}=^{ef}\bigcup_{k}\mathcal{N}C^{k}$ . Ruzzo showed a close relationship between uniform combinational circuits and indexing
alternating Turing machines [7].

Proposition 1 (Ruzzo) $\mathcal{N}C^{k}$ consists of all problems solvable by indexing ATMs in time $O((\log n)^{k})$

and space $O(\log n)$ , where $n$ is the length of the input.

Many known problems in $\mathcal{N}C$ are in some subclasses of $NC^{2}$ LOGCFL is one of the most ones.
LOGCFL consists of all sets which are logspace reducible to the class of context free languages. (Here
$A$ is logspace reducible to $B$ iff there is some logspace computable function $f$ such that for all $x,$ $x\in A$

iff $f(x)\in B.)$ Ruzzo characterized LOGCFL as the class of problems recognizable by tree-size bounded
ATMs [6].
Proposition 2 (Ruzzo) LOGCFL consists of all problems solvable by ATMs in space $O(\log n)$ and
tree-size $n^{O(1)}$ .

$AC^{k}$ is the class of all problems solvable by an ATM in space $O(\log n)$ and alternation depth
$O((\log n)^{k})$ . It is known that $\mathcal{N}C^{k}\subseteq AC^{k}\subseteq \mathcal{N}C^{k+1}$ for any $k=1,2,$ $\ldots$ . LOGCFL $\subseteq AC^{1}$ , and
$hence\subseteq \mathcal{N}C^{2}$ .

Hierarchy of these classes are
Rcgu$1ar$ Sets $cNC^{1}\subseteq \mathcal{D}\mathcal{L}\subseteq N\mathcal{L}\subseteq LOGCFL\subseteq AC^{1}\subseteq NC^{2}\subseteq\cdots\subseteq NC\subseteq \mathcal{P}$

Here $D\mathcal{L}$ (DLOGSPACE) is the class solvable by a DTM in space $O(\log n),$ $N\mathcal{L}$ (NLOGSPACE) is the
class solvable by an NTM in space $O(\log n)$ , and IP (PTIME) is the class solvable by a DTM in time
$n^{O(1)}[3]$ .

1The configuration of a Turing machuine is the contents or its work tapes, the positions of its heads, and its state.
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3 Logical Query Programs and the Basic Theorem Problem
We are concerned with function-free Horn logic programs. The formal definition is given as follows.

Let $V$ be afinite set of variables, and let $C$ be acountable set of constants. Afunciion-free term is
either avariable or aconstant. We abbreviate it to just a“term” hereafter. Let $T$ be the set of all terms
on $V\cup C_{:}$ Asubsiiiuiion is afunction $\theta$ : $Varrow T$ . Applying asubstitution $\theta$ to aterm $t$ , we represent
the resultlng term by $t\theta$ . Asubstitution $\theta$ is called aunifier of two terms $t_{1}$ and $t_{2}$ if $t_{1}\theta=t_{2}\theta$ . The two
terms is said to be unifiable via $\theta$ .

An atom is aformula written as $p(t_{1}, \ldots,t_{n})$ , where $p$ is apredicate symbol with arity $n(n\geq 0)$ , and
the arguments $t_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$t_{n}$ are terms. Let $A$ is an atom and let $B_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$B_{k}(k\geq 0)$ be zero or more atoms.

Aformula
$Aarrow B_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$B_{k}$

is called aHorn $c$ lause. The left side of it means the conjunction of $B_{i}’ s.$ $A$ is called the head and
$B_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$B_{k}$ are called subgoals. Aclause which has no subgoal is writtenjust as $Aarrow$ . Arule is aHorn

clause composed of atoms whose arguments are variables. Abasic logical query program is afinite set of
rules. We may often call it a(logic program” or a(program for short.

Aconjunction of atoms
$A_{1},$ $\ldots,A_{m}$ $(m\geq 0)$

is called agoal clause, or simply agoal. Variable-free goals are said to be ground. When $m=1,$ (
$A_{1}$ is

called an unit goal. When $m=0$, we denote it $(\square )$ and $cdl$ it an empty goal.
Let $P_{I}$ be abasic logical query program. $EDB$(Extensional Daiabase) predicaies of $P_{I}$ are predicate

symbols that appear only in subgoak of rules in $P_{I}$ . Predicate symbols that appear in some rule heads
are called $IDB$(Intensional Database) predicaies. We use $\{p_{0},p_{1}, \ldots\}$ to denote IDB predicates, $\{q_{0}, q_{1}, \ldots\}$

to denote EDB predicates, and $\{r_{0},r_{1}, \ldots\}$ to denote predicates that may be either IDB or EDB.
An $EDB$ fact of $P_{I}$ is aclause which has no subgoal and has ahead with an EDB predicate and

constants as its arguments. An EDB instance is afinite set of EDB facts. Apair of aground unit goal
with an IDB predicate and an EDB instance of aprogram is considered as an input of it.

Let $P_{E}$ be an EDB instance of aprogram $P_{I},$ $viz.$ , aset of EDB facts $\{q_{j_{1}}(\overline{c}_{1})arrow) , q_{j_{N}}(\overline{c}_{N})arrow\}$ .
$P^{d}=^{ef}P_{I}\cup P_{E}$ . (Here $\overline{c}_{i}$ denotes avector of constants.) Let $N=A_{1},$ $\ldots,A_{m}$ $(m\geq 1)$ be agoal, and
let $C=Aarrow B_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$B_{k}$

)
$(k\geq 0)$ be aclause in $P$ (either arule in $P_{I}$ or afact in $P_{E}$ ) such that $A$ and

$A_{i}$ is unifiable via asubstitution $\theta$ for some $i\in[1, m]$ . Then

$N’=(A_{1}, \ldots,A_{i-1}, B_{1)}\ldots, B_{k}, A_{i+1}, \ldots, A_{m})\theta$

is derived from $N$ and $C$ with substitution $\theta$

A derivation of $N_{0}$ from $P=P_{I}\cup P_{E}$ is a (possibly infinite) sequence of triples \langle $N:$ , Ci, $\theta_{i}$ )) $i=0,1,$ $\ldots$ ,
such that $N_{i}$ is a goal, $C_{i}$ is a clause in $P,$ $\theta_{i}$ is a substitution, and $N_{1+1}$ is derived from $N_{i}$ and $C_{1}$ with
substitution $\theta_{:}$ , for all $i>0$ . A derivation of $N_{0}$ is called a refutation of $N_{0}$ from $P$ if $N_{\ell}$ is the empty
goal for some $f>0$ . Such a derivation is finite and of length $\ell$ . If there exists a refutation of a goal $N_{0}$

from $P$ , we say that $P$ solves $N_{0}$ .

an $EDBinst\iota ceP_{E},isthequestion,DoesP^{I_{I}}\cup P_{E}so1vesN_{0}?Wedefinethesizeofaninput^{0}tobeThebasic_{a_{1^{i}}}heor\mathfrak{r}mproblemofaprogramPforaninput,viz.,agroundunitgoa1N_{0}=p_{1}(\overline{c})and$

$n$ , viz., the number of EDB facts in the input.
Let $R$ be a refutation of $N_{0}$ from $P$ . The refutation tree of $R$ is a tree of unit goals defined as follows:

1. The root node of the tree is the initial goal No.
2. Leaves are empty goals.

3. In each step of derivation, $\{N_{i}, C_{i}, \theta_{i}\}$
) if a unit goal $A_{ij}$ in $N_{:}$ is unified with $A_{*}\cdot$ , the head of

$Ci=A_{i}arrow B_{1},$
$\ldots,$

$B_{k}’$
) via $\theta_{i}$ , then the node $A_{ij}$ has directed edges to all $B_{j}\theta_{i}’ s$ .

The fringe of a refutation tree is the set of its leaves. The fringe-size is the number of the leaves. Note
that the fringe-size of a refutation is always less than the length of it.

We say that a logical query program $P_{I}$ is of fringe complexity $L(n)$ (relative to a class of EDB’s $D$ )
if any provable input (in class $\mathcal{D}$ ) of size $n$ has a refutation whose fringe-size is $<L(n)$ , from $P_{I}\cup P_{E}$ .

4 Logical Query Programs and Alternating Turing Machines
4.1 An ATM Algorithm for Logical Query Programs
We will describe an algorithm for simulating a logical query program by a logspace bounded alternating
Turing machine. This is based on Shapiro’s naive simulation [8].

of an ATM. The simultaneous satisfaction of the subgoals in the rule corresponds a universal branch.
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The most important difference is that, conjunctive goals share variabies, while the computations of
universally forked branches of an ATM must be done independently. The key idea of Shapiro’s simulation
is that the final value of a shared variabk is guessed“ immediately, using existential branches, before
$wh^{e_{ichrep1ac\epsilon x11variab1esintheru1eint\circ constants,is}}thsubgoa1sareforkeduniversa11y.Insteadofthemost_{C}t_{osen}^{enera1}$

unifier, a ground unifying substitution,

Let $P_{I}$ be a logical query program. We first show how to encode an input, viz., an initial goal $p_{i}(\overline{c}_{0})$

and an EDB instance $P_{E}=\{q_{j_{1}}(\overline{c}_{1})arrow, \ldots, q_{j_{n}}(\overline{c}_{n})arrow\}$ into an input ta.pe string. Since the number of
IDB predicates and EDB predicates occur in $P_{I}$ is finite and independent from the input length, we can
utilize the predicate symbols as input symbols. The constants which occur in either the initial goal or the
EDB facts are numbered in some appropriate order (e.g. the order of first occurrence), and represented
in binary. This mapping of constants to integers is consistent because the basic theorem problem is
invariant through any permutation of constants.

For example, an initial goal $p_{i}(\overline{c}_{0})$ and an EDB instance
$\{q_{1}(b, a)arrow, q_{2}(c, c)arrow, q_{1}(c, b)arrow\}$

is directly mapped on the input tape as
$p0$ ( 0 ) ; $q_{1}$ $( 1,1 0 )$ , $q_{2}$ $( 11 , 1 1 )$ , $q_{1}$ $( 11,1 )$ $\#$

Here
constants is at most $n$ , so the indices are encoded in at most $\lceil\log_{2}n\rceil$ bits. Thus the length of the input
stling is $O(n\log n)$ .

Consider the algorithm of an ATM $M$ below:
Algorithm 1

$Io_{utput:whetherP}^{nput:aninitia1goa_{I}1p^{q_{j}ur}}Given:abasic1ogica1_{\cup}i_{B^{0}prove\epsilon(\overline{c})}^{\frac{e}{c}f_{andan_{p:}ED_{0}B^{I}ins\tan}^{pr\circ gramP;_{ornot;}}}$ ce $P_{E}=\{q_{J_{1}}(\overline{c}_{1})arrow, \ldots, qj_{N}(\overline{c}_{N})arrow\}$ ;

procedure $ASI${( $q(\overline{c})$ : $q$ is an EDB predicate and $\overline{c}$ is a constant vector);
begin

lf $q(\overline{c})\not\in P_{E}$ then reject
end;

procedure DERIVE( $r(C)$ : a unit goal );
begin

lf $r$ is an EDB predicates then
ASK $(r(\overline{c}))$ ;

else
$be\S_{hoose}^{in}$

a rule $u_{A}arrow B_{1},$
$\ldots,$

$B_{k}$ in Pi; (existentially)
Guess a ground substitution $\theta$ ; (existentiaUy)
$f^{fA\theta\neq}i_{or\forall i\in^{f}f_{1,.,k\}do(universally)}^{\overline{c}).t.henreject;}}$

DERIVE$(B_{i}\theta)$ ;
end;

end
begin {of the main routine}

Say “YES“ if DERIVE $(p_{i}(\overline{c}_{0}))$ is successfully done;
end.

The ATM $M$ stores $P_{I}$ in its finite control, and at its initial state it reads the initial goal $p_{i}(\overline{c}_{0})$ written
on the leftmost of the input tape. At each step of the simulation, it checks whether the current unit
goal written on the work tape is composed of aEDB predicate or not. If so, it reads the input tape
and checks whether the current goal is in the EDB instance. If not, it existentially chooses arule in $P_{I}$ ,
and writes on its work tape asubstitution $\theta$ . Next it computes $A\theta$ , verifies if $A\theta=r(\overline{c})$ , and erase the
current goal. Then it universally chooees all subgoals $B_{i}’ s$ in the ruk and recursively dose the same for
the new goal $B_{i}\theta$ for each $i$ .

During $th\mathfrak{l}$ simulation, each goal is kept as astring, whose length is at most $O(\log n)$ , on the.work
tape. The number of variables appears in arule is at most constant, and therefore the substitution
$\theta$ can be encoded in astring of length $O(\log n)$ . Thus the ATM $M$ uses space $O(\log n)$ . Each $caU$ of
DERIVE is done in time $O(\log n)$ and each call of $ASI$\langle is done in time $O(n\log n)$ . For aderivation of
length $L$ and the $fring*sizeF$, the corresponding simulation is done with space $O(\log n)$ and tree-size
$O(L\log n+Fn\log n)$ .

We must reminds the relation between the length and the binge-size of arefutation [11].

Lemma 1(UUman et al.) Evefy pfovable goal of alogical query pmgram has arefutation tree whose
depth is poIynomial in the size of the $EDB$

The length of atight refutation is at most polynomial times of the fringe-size. Thus we may say
$L=F\cdot n^{O(1)}$ . We now have:
Theorem 1For every logical query progfam $P_{I}$ offringe complexiiy $F(n)$ , there exists an off-line $ATM$

$M$ of space complexity $O(\log n)$ and iree-size complexity $F(n)\cdot n^{O(1)}$ , such thai $M$ accepis an input (an
iniiial goal and an $EDB$ insiance) iff the union of the $EDB$ instance and $P_{I}$ solves the initial

$\cdot$

goal.
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4.2 Programs simulating ATMs
Let us show the inverse of Theoreml, i.e., how a logspace bounded alternation is simulated by a basic
logical query plogram.

One problem on the simulation is representation of the input string as an EDB instance. Since an
EDB instance is an unoldered set of facts, there seems no direct way to express naturally the symbol at
each position on the input tape. For example, if one prepared an EDB instance

$\{q_{j_{1}}(1)arrow, q_{j_{2}}(2)arrow, q_{j_{n}}(n)arrow\}$

(here {1, 2, $\ldots,$
$n\}$ are constants representing the positions on the input tape) for an input string of length

$n,$ $q_{j_{1}}q_{j_{2}}\ldots q_{j_{\mathfrak{n}}}$ , the program would not know that position 1 and position 2 is contiguous. Instead,
Ullman et al. defined a class of EDB instances of the form

{ $q_{j\iota}(0,1)arrow,$ $q_{j_{2}}(1,2)arrow,$ $q_{i}$
。
$(n-1,$ $n)arrow$ }

and restrict EDB instances in such a class
$from^{WeadoptanE}aconfigurati$

DB $ft^{ctwhichrepresen\dot{t}’ notasymbo1ontheinputstrin_{f_{\theta omtheinputstringand}^{butaone- steptransition}}}heATMt\circ an\circ ther.SuchEDBfactsarecomputef$
,

the description (the next-move relation) of the ATM by preprocessing. A string on the work tape is
embedded in a constant.

Let $M$ be a logspace bounded alternating ‘IUring machine. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that the number of branches on every universal state is just 2. We may also assume that the symbols
on auxiliary tape are ((

$1’$ , the blank symbol $0,$ $\underline{1}^{))}$ ( $1$ at the head position) and $\underline{0}^{))}(0$ at the head
position).

Let $S$ be the set of states of M. let $f_{S}$ : $Sarrow N$ be a numbering of $S$ , where $N$ is the set of
nonnegative integers. We also define a numbering of $\Gamma^{d}=^{ef}\{0,1,\underline{0},\underline{1}\},$

$f_{\Gamma}$ : $\Gammaarrow N$ as
$f_{\Gamma}(0)=0,$ $f_{\Gamma}(1)=1,$ $f_{\Gamma}(\underline{0})=2,$ $f_{\Gamma}(\underline{1})=3$

$lthn^{e}Musesatmo^{con_{T_{L^{\log_{2}n\rfloor-1).AconfigurationofM,say\alpha,isspecifiedbyathreetup1eof}}^{rations\circ fMThereexistsaconstantksuchthat,foranyinputstringof}}}LetAbtheset\circ fa11fi$

the current state $q$ , the position of the input head $i$ , and the contents (the string and the head position)
of the work tape ((

$a_{0}a_{1}\ldots a_{k(\lfloor Iog_{2}n\rfloor-1)}’,$ $a_{j}\in\Gamma$ . Define a function $f_{M}$ : $Aarrow N$ as

$f_{M}( \alpha)^{d}=^{ef}f_{S}(q)+2^{\lceil\log_{2}|S|\rceil}(i+2^{\lceil\log_{2}n\rceil}\sum_{j=0}^{k(\lfloor\log_{2}n\rfloor-1)}f_{\Gamma}(a_{j})2^{2i})$

We define an EDB instance $ED_{M}(w)$ , which describes all of the one-step transition of configurations
of $M$ on $w$ . $ED_{M}(w)$ is constructed as follows.

1. The initial value of $ED_{M}(w)$ is $\emptyset$ (the empty set).

2. If there is a universal branch from a universal configuration $\alpha$ to both of a configuration $\beta$ and
configuration $\gamma$ then add an EDB fact $(q_{\wedge}(f_{M}(\alpha),f_{ff}(\beta),f_{M}(\gamma))arrow^{)}$ to $ED_{M}(w)$ .

3. If there is a branch from a existential configuration $\alpha$ to a configuration $\beta$ then add an EDB fact
$q(f_{M}(\alpha))f_{M}(\beta))arrow^{)}$ to $ED_{M}(w)$ .

4. For every accepting configuration $\delta$ add an EDB fact $q_{1}(f_{M}(\delta))arrow$ to $ED_{M}(w)$ .
Lemma 2 For any logspace bounded $ATMM$, the computation of the $EDB$ instance $ED_{M}(w)$ from
input string $w$ can be done by a (deterministic) logspace transducer.
The lemma follows immediately from the fact. that every possible configuration of $M$ on $w$ is indexed
uniquely by a number of $0(\log n)$ bits. Note that the size of $ED_{M}(w)$ (the number of the facts) is $n^{O(1)}$ .

Finally, we define the following three IDB rules as the program $ID_{M}$ for $M$ :
$p(X)arrow q_{A}(X,Y, Z),p(Y),p(Z)$

$p(X)arrow q(X, Y),p(X)$

$p(X)arrow q_{1}(X)$

Initial goal is set as $p(c_{0})$ , where $c_{0}$ is an integer which represents the initial configuration of $M$ on
$w$ . Consider a delivation of $p(c_{0})$ with $ID_{M}\cup ED_{M}(w)$ . Obviously, each derivation by an EDB fact is
performed for exactly one move of $M$ , Thus, a refutation of $p(c_{0})$ exists iff an acceptable computation
of $M$ on $w$ exis . If the tree-size of the computation is $Z(n)$ , the fringe-size of the refutation is $Z(n)$ .
Theorem 2 For any logspace bounded $ATMM$, the $re$ exists a basic logical query progmm $ID_{M}$ , and a
logspace transducer $ED_{M}$ which computes an $EDB$ of $ID_{M}$ , such that $ATMM$ accepts an input string
$w$ of length $n$ with tree-size $Z(n)$ iff $ID_{M}$ and $ED_{M}(w)$ solves $p(c_{0})$ with fiinge-size $O(Z(n))$ .
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4.3 Linear Programs and Nondeterministic Turing Machines
A linear logical query program is one in which each rule has at most one IDB subgoal. It has been
discovered independently by many people that the basic theorem problem of linear programs is in $\mathcal{N}C$

(see [11]). We show that in fact any linear program is in $N\mathcal{L}$ . The simulation algorithm is almost similar
to what we have shown in Section 4.1. Instead of forking subgoals universally, the machine first processes
all EDB subgoals deterministicly, and then recursively derives at most one IDB subgoal.

Consider Algorithm 1. Since any ruk has at most one IDB sub goal, we can rewrite “procedure
DERIVE“ as:

procedure DERIVE( $r(C)$ : a unit goal);
begin

Choose a rule $u_{A}arrow B,$ $B_{1},$
$\ldots,$

$B_{k}$ in $P_{I}$ ; (existentially)
{Assume that only $B$ ; an $IDB$ subgoal.}
Guess a ground substitution $\theta$ ; (exlstentlaUy)
if $A\theta\neq r(\overline{c})$ then reject;
for $i:=1$ to $k$ do (sequentially)
$DE^{ASI}RI^{\langle}4_{(}^{B_{B^{j}}\theta_{\theta})_{)^{;};}}$

end

No universal branch is required in it, and therefore, the computation can be done by a nondeterministic
Turing machine.

Theorem 3 For every linear logical query program $P_{I}$ , there exists an off-line $NTMM$ of space com-
plexity $O(log’\backslash$ such that $M$ accepts an input (an initial goal and an $EDB$ instance) iff the union of
the $EDB$ instance and $P_{I}$ solves the goal.

Similar result can also be proved for piecewise linear programs, in which each rule has at most one
recursive subgoal.

Next we show that the inverse of Theorem 3 also holds.

Theorem 4 For any logspace bounded $NTMM$, there exists an linear logical query program $ID_{M}$ , and
a logspace transducer $ED_{M}$ which computes an $EDB$ of $ID_{M}$ , such that $ATMM$ accepts an input string
$w$ of length $n$ iff $ID_{M}$ and $ED_{M}(w)$ solves $p(c_{0})$ .
Proof: NTMs are regalded as ATM without universal states. The proof of Theorem 2 can be applied to
NTM $M$ . We can remove the first rule in $IDB_{M}$ , since the EDB predicate $q_{\wedge}$ never occurs in the EDB
instance $ED_{M}$ . Thus the programs becomes

$p(X)arrow q_{\vee}(X, Y),p(X)$

$p(X)arrow q_{1}(X)$

which is linear. $\blacksquare$

5 Classffication of Logical Query Programs
Ullman et al. proved $\mathcal{P}$-completeness of logical query programs, by $R\epsilon$duction from Monotone Circuit
Value Problem [11]. We can show a more direct proof using the results of Section 4.

Corollary 1 (Ullman et al.) The basic theorem $p$ roblem of logical query programs is $\mathcal{P}$ -complete.

Proof: Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 imply that the basic theorem problem of logical query programs is
ALOGSPACE-complete. From ALOGSPACE$=\mathcal{P}[2]$ , the corollary follows. $\blacksquare$

Similar discussion for linear programs using Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 leads.$/V\mathcal{L}$-completeness of
linear logical query programs.
Corollary 2 The basic theorem problem of linear logical query programs is $N\mathcal{L}$-complete.

A logical query program has the polynomial fnnge property (relative to $D$) if the fringe complexity
of it (relative to $D$ ) is $n^{O(1)}$ . The Polynomial Fringe Theorem is stated as:
Proposition 3 (Ullman et.al [11]) A basic logic program with the polynomial fringe properry is in
$/ \int C$ (precisely in $NC^{2}$).

We can improve it into the following strongest form from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. A logical query
program has the superp olynomial fnnge property iff its fringe complexity is $2^{(Iogn)^{O(1)}}$ .
Corollary 3 The basic theorem problem of a basic logical query program relative to a class of. $EDBs$
with the polynomial fringe property (with the superpolynomial fringe properry) is LOGCFL-complete (re-
spectively, $/VC$ -complete).
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Proof: It follows immediately from LOGCFL $=ASPSZ(\log n, n^{O(1)})$ and $\mathcal{N}C=ASPSZ(\log n, 2^{(\log n)^{O(1)}}))$

where ASPSZ$(S(n);Z(n))$ denotes languages accepted by ATMs operates in space $O(S(n))$ and tree-size
$O(Z(n))$ simultaneously. $\blacksquare$

Classification of logical query programs is characterized via the hierarchy of subclasses of $\mathcal{P}$ . We
can apply many results on the theory of com$p$ utational complexity, obtained on conventional models,
to logical query programs. For example, we can show that the negation of any linear program is also
computable by a linear program, by applying Immerman’s theorem:

Proposition 4 (Immerman [4]) $\mathcal{N}\mathcal{L}$ is closed under complementation.

Corollary 4 For any linear logical query program $P_{I}$ , there exists a linear logical query program $P_{I}’$

and a logspace transducer $f_{P_{I}}$ such that a ground goalA is not provable from $P_{I}$ and $P_{E}$ , iff $f_{P_{l}}(A)$ is
provable from $P_{I}’$ and $f_{P_{I}}(P_{E})$ ,

Similarly, we can show that the negation of every logical query program (relative to a class of EDB’s)
with polynomial fringe property is computable by alogical query program relative to some class of EDB )

$s$

with polynomial fringe property. This follows from the fact that LOGCFL is closed under complementa-
tion [1].

6 Concluding Remarks
We have shown a new formalization of logi$c$al query languages as a theoretical model of computation, and
have shown a relationship between logical query programs and tree-size bounded alternation. The fringe
complexity of a program have been related to the tree-size of the corresponding ATM. Many well-known
classes of problems is newly characterized via logic query programs.

We have shown that a proglam which have the polynomial fringe property respect to a certain EDB is
$t\circ a1IpLOGCF\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{EDBfacts,thatc}^{p1ete,butitissti11}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{LOGCF^{O}}^{eisapr_{L}}\text{鷺_{}mputa}^{m,wit}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{e}8\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{port}mia1\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{ifferenceof}eproperty\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{gica1}^{pect}$

query programs from ATMs is that logical query Programs cannot even count numbers if they have no
default facts.

The program we have shown in Section 4.2 may be a little complicated, since it requires a precom-
pu $t$at ion by $\cdot$ logspace transducer. More direct $p$roof is also possible if we utilize alternating multihead
finite automata instead of ATMs.
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